
Media Trends
» Tier-1 publications, such as Fortune, Wall Street Journal and 

CNN, are driven by news and continue to be interested in COVID-
related stories. Beat reporters have been taking more cybersecurity 
stories linked to industries like healthcare and finance if they relate 
directly to the consumer and their audiences.   

» Security trade publications, such as Beta News, Dark Reading 
and Security Week, are beginning to feel COVID fatigue. Most 
publications are only covering breaking or unique COVID-related 
topics, and because there are so many reports being created around 
COVID, not all are being considered.  

» More trade publications are moving towards “business as usual” 
topics. 

»	 Trade	publications	are	seeing	an	influx	in	byline	content	
submissions and are backlogged two to three months out. Some 
have closed their submission process altogether. 

» Freelancers are hungrier for stories during this time and are 
pitching	to	multiple	outlets,	perhaps	to	fill	the	gap	left	by	the	
reduction of full-time staff reporters across the board. 
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Company Trends
» Companies that can identify their core audience (those with 

COVID	fatigue	vs.	those	who	are	interested	in	and	would	benefit	
from COVID information and services) and customize their 
messages will win. Break through ‘COVID fatigue’ by being first, 
unique and verticalized in your communications. Be laser-focused on 
communicating effectively to singular audiences rather than taking a 
blanket approach.   

» Companies that started COVID-related research content have 
done well. Keep these content efforts going after COVID. Those that 
maintain a cadence will win long-term and retain their audience.  

» Companies that don’t have COVID-related data or capabilities must 
insert themselves into the news or trend cycle. Trending topics 
include ransomware, phishing, data privacy (contact tracing, employee 
monitoring), critical infrastructure, remote work, cloud/IT migration, 
misinformation and automation/cyber teams with less staff available.

» Companies	that	can	talk	non-tech	are	finding	success	with	
the following topics: careers/hiring, remote work, productivity, 
leadership and dispersed team building. Humanize all your content 
and storylines. On social media, encourage your employees to support 
each other and your company through content. Highlight your best 
Zoom networking events, the successes of your remote workforce, 
new ways you’ve been communicating and connecting, and your care 
for employee mental health, for example.

At RH Strategic, we work with startups as well as large brands in cybersecurity to 
increase their visibility among public sector audiences, educate the public on cyber 
issues, and shape nationwide conversations about cybersecurity and data privacy. 
If you are considering a new strategic partner to advance your communications 
and marketing initiatives or if you simply want to learn more about your storytelling 
opportunities, please get in touch.
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